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~bstract. A finite algorithm is presented 'for solving the quasi-concave minimization problem sub-
Ject to linear constraints. The concept of an extreme point is generalized to that of an extreme 
facet of a polyhedron. Then a search routine is developed for the detection of an extreme facet 
of the feasible region relative to the polyhedron defined by the current set of cuts. After :denti-
fYing an extreme facet we cut it off by a cut developed for this purpose. We call this cut the 
facet cut. The method is both compatible with other cutting procedures and is finite .. 
1. Introduction 
We present a finite algorithm to solve the problem of minimizing a 
quasi-concave function subject to linear constraints. Let C be a convex 
domain in Rn. A function f: C -+ R is quasi-concave on C if for any two 
points xl and x 2 in C, we have 
Clearly, if f(x) is concave, it satisfies this condition. An important pro-
perty of a quasi-concave function is that the minimum is achieved at 
an extreme point of the bounded convex polyhedron defined by the 
constraints. To prove this fact we refer to the well-known result that 
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any bounded convex polyhedron is the convex hull of its extreme points 
and that a quasi-concave function takes on only higher values on convex 
combinations than it takes on at the defining point with the smallest 
function value. The first and most widely recognized methods for the 
concave minimization problem subject to linear constraints were put 
forward in 1966 by Hoang Tui [12]. They are cutting plane'methods 
based on the fact that a concave objective function assumes its local 
minima at some extreme points of the feasible region. As the cutting 
plane cuts into the feasible region as deeply as it seems possible using 
the amount of information readily available, the idea is very attractive. 
On the other hand, with the introduction of the cut the number of ex-
treme points of the new feasible region may have increased. Therefore 
it is conceivable that the method will not be finite. In fact, by careful 
analysis, Zwart was able to show an example of such nonconvergence 
of one of Tui' s methods [20]. The same remarks apply to Ritter's method 
[ 16] for the general quadratic programming problem which was propos-
ed in 1965. 
While the apparent serious difficulties of the general concave minimi-
zation problem discouraged research, there was a pressing need for solv-
ing at least some special cases of it, such as the fixed cost transporta-
tion problems or fixed charge problems. The fixed charge problem was 
first formulated by Dantzig and Hirsh [ II ] in 1958 and it has been the 
subject of research ever since. Various sorts of heuristic algorithms and 
two exact ones have been proposed for solving it in [4, 5, 7, 8, II, 13, 
14]. All these proposals emphasize the inherent discrete nature of the 
problem and use some sort of combinatorial methods. 
A very remarkable new development in integer programming is the 
application of the concave cut for the solution of integer programming 
problems. The idea can be regarded as an equivalent or locally equivalent 
concave minimization problem that can be used to form valid cuts [2, 
9,10, IS, 19]. 
This latter development seems to be very interesting for the following 
reasons. The origin of very many integer and mixed integer programming 
problems can be traced back to a discontinuous or piecewise linear con-
cave minimization problem, such as transportation, warehouse allocation, 
fixed charge, etc. If we want to formulate these problems as integer or 
mixed integer programming problems, we must essentially increase the 
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number of variables and constraints. This increase in size is sometimes 
very large. The resulting large problem Seems to be amenable, at least 
theoretically, to integer programming methods using ideas developed 
for concave minimization. 
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In this paper we propose solving the smaller original concave problems 
by improving the method. Our method can be regarded as an improved 
cutting plane method or, alternatively, as a mixture of cutting planes 
and combinatorial ideas. This ambivalent nature makes it possible to 
have both the finiteness of the combinatorial approach and the speed 
of cutting off unwanted parts. For another approach see the paper of 
Cabot [6]. . 
To achieve our goal we must introduce some new ideas. The two most 
important ones can be summarized as follows: we know that the point 
We are looking for is an extreme point of the feasible region. In other 
Words, it is certainly not an extreme point induced by a cut; it is an 
Original extreme point. So we have to make a distinction between ori-
ginal and induced extreme points and confine our search to the former 
ones, even after having placed several cuts. The other basic idea is an 
extension of the usual cutting plane idea. In addition to cutting off ex-
treme points of the original feasible region, we can, under certain circum-
stances, cut off higher dimensional facets of it. In fact, every cut we 
place cuts off some facet of the original feasible region that has not been 
cut off before. It is this fact that assures finiteness. 
The authors are indebted to the referees for helpful suggestions. 
2. Notation and problem statement 
Let us be given the mXn real matrix A = (aif ), where m EO; n, and the 
m X I vector b = (b / ). The set of nonnegative n X I vectors x = (x,) for. 
which Ax = b form a convex polyhedron 
P = {x: Ax = b. x;;' O}. 
Let C be a convex set of Rn containing P, P ~ C. Let [(x) be a quasi-
concave real valued function defined on C. As we know, the q uasi-conca-
vity of [(x) means that for any real number w the set 
Gw = {x: [(x);;. w} 
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is convex. In fact, we can use this characterization for defining quasi-
concavity. 
We now discuss the problem of extending the function to Rn. As it is . 
well known, any concave function defined on C can be extended to Rn, 
so that the extension is concave. We shall show here that the analogous 
statement about quasi-concave functions is also true. In fact, we suggest 
the use of the quasi-concave extension for some concave functions such 
as the one occurring in the fixed charge problem. 
Obviously, wl ;;. w2 implies GW1 ~ GW2 ' Let L = infxEc I(x) be the 
greatest lower bound of Ion C. L may be a real number or _00. Define 
the function r : Rn :+ R as 
lex) = {f!:.X), 
L, 
XE C, 
x ff-C, 
where [ is any real number for which L EO; L, or L = _00. The function 
I(x) is an extension of I to Rn. Define 
G
w 
= {x: rex) ~ w}. 
It is easy to see that 
if wtO;.L, 
if L < w EO; L, 
if L < w. 
This proves that for any value of w, the set G w is convex. 
The function I is, of course, only one possible extension and in any 
given problem we may try to find a better one. We regard the extension 
h better than the extension 11 if 12 ;;a. 11 everywhere and h >' 11 some-
where, as the application of 12 may result in deeper cuts. 
We note finally that the concave extension of a concave function may 
or may not be better than the quasi-concave extension I defined above 
withE =L. 
To illustrate this point let us choose the function defined on the non-
negative orthant with 
n 
I(x) = E I(Xj)' 
j= 1 
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Where 
fj(x.) = {O ifXj = 0,; = 1, ... , n, 
I CjXj + dj if Xj > 0,; = 1, ... , n, 
and cj > 0, dj > 0,; = 1, .. :, n. This is the situation we would find in a 
fixed charge problem. The greatest concave extension of lis 
X;;> 0, 
otherwise. 
and in this case we can choose as a quasi-concave extension 
[(x) = (ICX), x ~ 0, 
0, otherwise, 
which is better. 
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The quasi-concave minimization problem subject to linear constraints 
can be written as 
(I) min I(x). 
XEP 
We assume that the constraint set P is not empty, bounded, and that A 
has full row rank. In this case I(x) assumes its global minimum on P and 
there is at least one extreme point of P among the global minimum points 
of I(x) on P. As it is well known, the vertices of P are the basic feasible 
solutions to Ax = b. Denote by 
N = {I, 2, ... , n} 
the natural numbers from 1 to n. 
Let 
J = VI' "";n}:;; N. 
Denote by 
A J = (A h' ... , A jr) 
the sub matrix of A composed of the columns A I whose indices belong 
toJ, AN =A. Let 
B = {i l' i2 , ... , im } 
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denote any subset of N such that the corresponding columns of A are 
linearly independent, i.e., Ai exists, and let R = N-B denote the re-
maining elements in N. Using these index sets, we can rewrite the defini-
tion of Pas 
P={x:xB + All ARxR =Allb,xB;;;,o,xR ;;;,O} 
or introducing the notation AR = All AR, Ii = All b, 
P={x: XB +AR XR =1i,xB ;;;' o,xR ;;;"01-
We shall now generalize the extreme point concept by defining the 
extreme facets of P with respect to Q. To this end, however, we need 
some preparation. 
Any extreme point of P is given by restricting some of the variables 
to the value zero. The requirement that xR = ° implies xB = 7), assum-
ing of course that A B is a full rank square matrix. In general, assume 
that Z £;; N is any subset of N and denote by 
Pz ={XEP:Xz =O} 
all points in P for which Xz = 0. Pz may be empty, may contain a single 
point, a part of P or it may be equal to P. It is easy to see that if Pz con-
tains a single point, then it is an extreme point of P and, vice versa, any 
extreme point of P can be written as PR , where R is the complementary 
set of a basic index set as used above. If Z = (/J, then Pz = P trivially. In 
general, we call Pz a facet of P. It is clear that Zl ~ Z2 implies PZ1 2Pz,: 
We are going to present a cutting plane algorithm in which all the 
cuts used have the form 
E Pj x/~ I, Pj> 0, j E J, 
jEJ 
where J ~ N, or, equivalently, 
E PI xI - Xq = I, 
IEJ 
where q > nand Xq ;;.. O. The point we want to make here is that in any 
cut all variables playing an essential part will be original variables and we 
use new variables as slack variables only: 
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After several cuts the cutting equations can be written as 
Dx+Exs=d, xs~O,. S={n+l,n+2, ... ,n+K}, 
where E is a KX K unit matrix. Denote the projection of the' set 
{ (x: ) : Dx + E~ s = d, x s ;;. o} 
Q={x: Dx+Exs =d, Xs ~ O}. 
The remaining feasible region is P n Q ~ P. 
3. Extreme facet of P relative to Q 
Let P z be a facet of P defined by Z ~ N such that P z n Q::f= f/J. 
Choose a point x E Pz , and define 
Z(x) = {j E N: x. = O}. 
J 
Clearly, 
Z ~ Z(x), 
We say that P z is an extreme facet of P relative to Q if for any two 
Points 
We have 
Z(x1) = Z(x2). 
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In loose terms, a facet is an extreme facet of P relative to Q if it has not 
yet been cut off and if by moving on the remaining p'art of the facet we .... 
cannot reach a lower dimensional facet of P. 
Examples. (I) Any extreme point of P is an extreme facet of P relative 
to Rn. 
(2) Let P be a closed halfspace. The defining hyperplane is an ex-
treme facet of P relative to Rn. 
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(3) Let 
p= (e:):o<x,.x,< 1), 
Q= re:):x, +x, >i.x,-x, <f). 
The extreme facets of P relative to Q are 
{ (;: ): 0 ~ x 1 ~ 1, x 2 = o} , 
{ (;: ) : xl =, I, x 2 = I} , 
as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
For the particular facet we are on, all the extreme points could have 
already been eliminated or the particular facet is itself an extreme point. 
In either case we want to explore a higher dimensional facet and, in 
order to avoid returning, eliminate this facet by a cut. Notice that in 
both cases the facet is extreme following our above definition. Thus the 
notion of an extreme facet plays a role in the enumeration by indicating 
that once it is achieved we must backtrack to a higher dimensional facet 
since no lower dimensional facet of an extreme facet can lead to a solu-
tion of our problem. 
Fig. 1. 
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Itis clear that if Q2 c Q1 and Pz is an extreme facet of P relative to 
Q1 and Pz n Q 2 ::/= C/J, then Pz is an extreme facet of P relative to Q2' 
On the other hand it is quite conceivable that P z is an extreme facet of 
P relative to Q2 but it is not relative to Q1 • 
Any extreme facet of P relative to some Q is a fortiori a facet of P. 
Thus the number of extreme facets of P relative to all Q's is finite. As a 
result any algorithm that finds an extreme facet and cuts it off in a fi-
nite number of steps in every major cycle is finite. 
Accordingly, our algorithm consists of two major steps. In the first 
one we find an extreme facet of P relative to some QK' In the second 
step we cut off that facet, i.e., we form anew set QK+l that does not 
Contain that particular facet. 
When we start, we have Qo = Rn. At every execution of the second 
major step we form a closed halfspace 
HIK = .{x: . E Pi xi"> I} 
IEIK 
and define 
QK+l = QK n HIK , K= 0, 1,2, .... 
After that we find an extreme facet relative to QK + 1 ' etc. 
In the following section we shall describe a very simple algorithm for 
locating an extreme facet and then we shall turn our attention to the 
cut. 
4. Finding an extreme facet of P relative to Q 
We consider a linear programming problem in standard form in which 
some of the variables are distinguished from the others. We can regard the 
variables Xi' j EN, as distinguished variables and the variables xi' j E S, 
as nondistinguished variables. Modify the basis entry rule by excluding 
the distinguished variables from the basis entry. 
Restricted basis entry. A variable is only eligible to enter the basis if it is 
not distinguished, i.e., if Xi E S. 
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The finiteness of the simplex procedure is not affected by restricting 
the basis entry rule, in fact it will be accelerated by it. There are two 
possible outcomes. We can find a class of solutions for which the objec-
tive function is not bounded, or we can find a basic feasible solution de-
fining a minimum to the objective function on the facet of the feasible 
region defined by the additional constraints that the currently nonbasic 
distinguished variables be zero. As P is assumed to be bounded, the case 
of unbounded objective function will never occur. 
When we start our algorithm, Qo = Rn. Thus finding an extreme facet 
of P relative to Qo amounts to finding an extreme point of P. 
Let us suppose that at some later stage we have a basic feasible solu-
tion to the system 
Ax=b, 
(2) Dx+Exs=d, 
x ~ 0, Xs ~ 0, 
where x s = (x n + l' ... , X n + K) for some K and we are given the correspond-
ing canonical form. 
We shall treat the components of x as distinguished variables and the 
components of Xs as nondistinguished variables. Set 
b = (~), x = (~). 
Let the basic index set be denoted by 
.... 
B={i1, .. ·,im +K } 
and the nonbasic one by 
.... 
R ={jl' ... ,in - m}· 
Obviously, 
.... .... ... 
BuR =N, 
whereN =Nu S. 
We can display the canonical form referred to as follows: 
(3) iE B. 
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If in the given basic feasible solution all the nonbasic variables are dis-
tinguished variables R eN, then it is easy·to see that the x part of the 
solution defines an extreme point to P and a fortiori an extreme facet to 
it relative to Q, for the equations in (2) corresponding to the basic varia-
bles in B n N form a regular ·canonical form to (1). 
If, however, some nondistinguished variables are out of the basis in 
the given solution R n S =1= (/1, then it may not be on an extreme facet 
of P relative to Q. To check whether it is and to find one if it is not, 
choose a basic distinguished variable xr ' rEB n N, and try to force it 
out of the basis while keeping all distinguished nonbasic variables non-
basic. This can be accomplished by minimizing the chosen variable xr 
subject to the constraints (2) and using the restricted basis entry rule 
described above, i.e., solve 
(4) min{xr: Ax = S, x> O} 
using the restricted basis entry rule. By incorporating the row of the 
objective function into the pivot row selection procedure, the chosen 
variable will automatically become nonbasic if and when its value 
reaches zero. If this happens or if the minimum of it is positive, choose 
another basic distinguished variable and now try to force it out of the 
basis. 
The procedure stops when either all the nonbasic variables become 
distinguished ones, R c N, or when we have tried to force out all the 
basic distinguished variables. Notice that as a result of degeneracy the 
following phenomenon may occur: When minimizing x r ' rEB n N, A 
two basic variables xa' xb' a =1= b, a, b, E B n N, may simultaneously 
become zero. Here we do not exclude the possibility that either a or 
b equals r. After pivoting on, say ga,u' the basic distinguished variable 
xa becomes nonbasic but the other one xb is still basic at the zero level. 
At this point we are obliged to make xb non basic by exchanging it with 
.... 
some nonbasic nondistinguished variable XI' j ERn S, but there is a 
possibility that no such pivoting can be done as the pivot element candi-
dates are all zero 
gb .=0 foralljEAnS. 
,/ 
In the subsequent course of the algorithm, including all subsequent mi-
nimization procedures with different objective functions, the pivot ope-
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rations are made on pairs where the nonbasic variable belongs to R n S. 
As a result, the coefficients gb,j' j ERn S, remain zero and, similarly, 
xb will also remain zero and this will be the situation when the facet 
finding procedure stops. 
Notice that in this process the number of nonbasic distinguished varia-
bles may increase for two reasons: First, when we force out a chosen 
variable; second, where by the normal simplex pivot rules a distinguished 
variable goes out of the basis. The restricted basis entry rule ensures that 
no distinguished variable Xj' j EN n R, ever becomes basic during the 
facet finding procedure. 
Proposition. If there exist extreme facets in the remaining feasible region, 
the search process described above finds one; and if there are no extreme 
facets left, the process will indicate it. 
Proof. If all the nonbasic variables become distinguished variables, the 
statement is trivial. On the other hand, any solution to the system (2) 
lying on the facet defined by the currently nonbasic distinguished varia-
bles can be obtained by treating the currently nonbasic nondistinguished 
variables as independent ones and adjusting the values of the basic varia-
bles. 
Denote the set of subscripts of the nonbasic distinguished variables 
by 
A, 
Z=R nN, 
and add to (3) the stipulation x z = O. Project the set of solutions to the 
combined system Rn = {x}. The projection can be written as 
P n {x: Xz = O} n Q. 
Using the notation 
Pz =pn{x:xz =O}, 
the projection turns out to be 
Pz n Q. 
During the course of the facet finding routine, the subscript set Z is 
steadily increased. In fact, the goal of the routine can be paraphrased by 
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saying that we want to extend an initial set Zo as far as the current con-
straints allow it. 
If the minimum of some distinguished basic variable turned out to be 
positive at some point in the algorithm, it remains positive as the require-
ment of keeping some variables at the level zero could only become 
stricter by adding new variables to the list Z. 
When the procedure stops, a basic distinguished variable xi' i E B () N, 
is either positive or zero. In the former case we can infer that in the set 
Pz () Q we always have xi> 0, moreover it has a positive lower bound. 
The positive minimum found for Xi is certainly such a positive lower 
bound since it was found on "a larger set PZ1 () Q, ZI C Z. If on the 
other hand some x. = 0, i E B () N, then x,, does not depend on any of 
I ~ 
the nonbasic nondistinguished variables xi' j E R () S, as explained 
above. In other words, x" = 0 for any point in P z () Q. Thus we have 
proved that Z(x) is constant on P Z () Q and this was to be proven. 
Finally, if all of the distinguished variables remain basic, we obviously 
have no extreme facets remaining in the feasible region and a fortiori no , 
original extreme points. 
S. T!1e facet cut 
Suppose that the set of currently nonbasic distinguished variables is Z. 
As we know, 
P Z = {x E P: x Z = O} . 
For any positive numbers pj > O,j E Z, the hyperplane 
M~ = {X: L; PjX,=o} 
jEZ 
is an extension of Pz . On the other hand, clearly, Pz = P () Mz. Denote 
the set of extreme points of P that are in Q but are not in Mz by Y. 
The convex hull of Y is a compact convex set [Y] while Mz is a closed 
convex set. By the well-known separation theorem, there exists a hyper-
plane strictly separating [Y] from M~ and therefore from P z. This sepa-
rating hyperplane must have the form 
Mz ={X: L; P,Xj=l,Pj=Xpj,jEZ,X>O}. 
jEZ 
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Now for any point in P Z we have 
E PjXj = 0, 
jEZ 
while for any point in Y we have 
E PjXj ~ 1. 
jEZ 
We call this new requirement the facet cut: 
Hz = {x: E PjXj ~ I} . 
jEZ _ 
A possible implementation of the facet cut is the following. We choose 
some positive weights pj > 0, j E Z, e.g. pj = 1, introduce a nonnegative 
parameter P' and add to the current system the new requirement 
E pjXj ~ p'. 
jEZ 
Denote by HZ (p') the set 
Hz{P'} = {x: E pjXj ~ p,}. 
jEZ 
We know that for p' = 0 we have P n Hz (O) = P z. Thus we also have 
P n HZ (0) n' Y = f/J. 
Our goal is to find a positive parameter p such that 
p ~ 'sup{p': P n Hz{P'} n Y = f/J}. 
Ifp=oo,then Y=f/J. 
To find p' we can apply several different routines. For the sake of 
simplicity we describe two such routines here in detail and outline a 
third one. With respect to the elements of parametric linear program-
ming the unfamiliar reader can refer to [18]. 
5.1. Facet cut routine 1 
Step O. Set Po = 00. Prepare a list of all the indices of the basic disting-
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uished variables xi' i E B n N, that are positive on Pz ' i.e., positive in (3).' 
Let this list be {i l' i2 , •.. , i L}' Set! = 1. . '. 
Step 1. Set p' = a. Set r = i l . Solve the linear program 
min{x,:Ax=S'X~a, E pjXj+xn+K+l =P"Xn+K+l~a} 
jEZ 
using the primal simplex method without any restriction on basis entry. 
The setup tableau can easily be constructed from (3) by adding a new 
row for the new constraint Hz (P') and two additional columns; one for 
the new slack (nondistinguished) variable x
n
+K +1 and one for the para-
meter. The new columns are both em+K+1unit vectors. A zero is added 
to the old right-hand side column as its last element. The equations be-
come 
Xi + L! gijXj = hi + a·p', i E E, 
. jER 
xn+K+1 + E pjXj = a + I·p'. 
jEZ 
The minimum of ~r is positive as this program finds the minimum of x, 
on P Z n Q. The real purpose of this step is to find the setup tableau for 
the next steps. 
Step 2. The variable x n+K+1 is nonbasic. If the coefficient in the para-
meter column (second right-hand side column) in the row of x, is non-
negative, set PI -+ PI-l and go to Step 5, otherwise go to Step 3. Increas-
ing p' will not result in a further decrease of x" (Incidentally this co-
efficient can only be positive when we first reach this step. Later it can 
only be nonpositive.) 
Step 3. The coefficient in the parameter column (second right-hand 
~ide column) in the row of x, is negative, therefore increasing p' results 
In a linear decrease of x" The only limit to this decrease is feasibility. 
Find the blocking variable by dividing the elements of the first right- . 
hand side column by the absolute value of the corresponding elements 
?f the second right-hand side column if the latter are negative and chQos-
ing the smallest quotient. 
If the blocking variable is not x, and this smallest quotient is greater 
than or equal to PI-I' set PI-+ PI-l and go to Step 5, otherwise go to Step 
4. 
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If the blocking variable is x" denote PI the minimal quotient and go 
to Step 5. 
Step 4. The current solution is dual feasible. The blocking variable is 
Xt' t::l= r. Use the row of x t as a pivot row for a dual simplex pivot trans-
formation. Choose the pivot column according to the rules of the dual 
simplex algorithm. After the pivot transformation, x t will not be block-
ing the further increase of p!. Go to Step 2. 
Step 5. If / < L, set /-+ / + 1 and go to Step 1, otherwise go to Step 6. 
Step 6. Set 
jEZ. 
The halfspace 
Hz = {X: ~ PjXj ~ I} 
jeZ " 
has all the desired attributes we wanted; it excludes P Z but it does not 
exclude any element of Y. Add to the system (2) the additional condi-
tions 
Xn+K +1 ~ O. 
Stop. 
5.2. Facet cut routine 2 
Step O. Find a positive upper bound for p' using for instance upper 
bounds for the variables Xj' j E Z, and denote it by Po' Prep~re a list of 
all the subscripts of the basic distinguished variables Xi' i E B n N, that 
are positive onPz , i.e., positive on (3). Let this list be {i1' i2, ... , ill. Set 
1 = 1. 
Step 1. Set p' = P = PI-l' r = il' drop the nonnegativity requirement 
on x" and solve the linear program 
min{xr:Ax=b,x;;;'O'X,~-I, Z;' pjxf +xn+K+1 =p",Xn+K+1;;;'O} 
feZ 
using the primal simplex method. 
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If the minimum is nonnegative set PI = P and go to Step 4, otherwise 
go to Step 2. 
Step 2. The current solution is dual feasible and x, is negative. As ' 
p' = 0 results in a positive x, minimum, decreasing p' from its current 
level p' = p (> 0) will cause an increase of the minimum of x" From this 
observa.ion we infer that the coefficient of the parameter p' in the row 
of x, is negative. The actual decrease of p' may be blocked by the feasi-
bility requirement on the other variables. The blocking variable can ob-
viously be found by dividing the elements of the first right-hand side 
column by the corresponding elements of the second right-hand side 
column if the latter is positive and the former is non positive , and choos-
ing the one with the largest absolute value. It will give both the lower 
bound on the value of p'\, which we will set as the new value for p, and 
the blocking variable x t' 
If t = r, set PI = P and go to Step 4, otherwise go to Step 3. 
Step 3. The current solution is dual feasible, the blocking variable is 
Xt. t'* r. Use the row of x t as the pivot row for a dual simplex pivot 
transformation. Choose the pivot column according to the rules of the 
dual simplex algorithm. (The row of the objective function is the row 
of x r .) After the pivot transformation x t will not be blocking a further 
decrease in p'. Go to Step 2. 
Step 4. If 1 < L, set 1-+ 1 + 1 and go to Step 1, otherwise go to Step 5. 
Step 5. This step is identical to Step 6 of the first facet cut routine. 
5.3. Facet cut routine 3 
We can combine the two previous ones as follows: Start with facet 
cut routine I, but when it first reaches Step 5 with a finite PI stop it 
after setting 1-+ 1 + 1. Now use the resulting PI to start facet cut routine 
2 at Step 1 and with the current value of I. 
The justification for any of the three routines is simply the fact that 
they define a positive p such that in the set cut off 
P n Q n {x: E PjXj < I} 
jEZ 
we have 
Z(X) = constant; 
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therefore the set cut off does not contain any point of Y. 
Throughout the previous discussion we have disregarded the possibil-
ity of degeneracy. We will return to it in Section 6. 
5.4. Concave cut 
The general idea of the concave cut as used in the literature can be 
outlined as follows. Suppose that the best value of the objective func-
tion found thus far is f'D and suppose that we are at a nondegenerate 
extreme point of the feasible region which is a local minimum point to 
f. Take each of the edges of the polyhedron starting from the given 
point one after the other. Extend them to half lines, with the end point 
being the given vertex. These half lines span a convex polyhedral cone con-
taining the feasible region. Find on each halfline the farthest point for 
whichf(x) ~ fb (or, if necessary,T(x) ~ fb). These points span a hyper-
plane, which is called the concave cut (or sometimes, convexity cut, or 
Tui cut). 
We will adopt this general idea to our problem. There are essentially 
three major changes in our adaptation. First, we disregard the constraints 
imposed by the earlier cuts; second, we only place a concave cut at ori-
ginal extreme points of the feasible region and finally we only place a 
cut if it is sufficiently deep. With this background information we can 
now state the concave cut formally. 
5.5. Concave cut procedure I 
Let us be given a basic feasible solution to the system (2) with the 
corresponding canonical form (3). Assume furthermore that R ~ N, i.e., 
the given basic feasible solution;O = (x2), where 
;0 = {hk if k E B, 
k 0 otherwise, 
represents a vertex to the original feasible solution P. 
For eachi E Ii, compute the number 
. {hj • '" } hiv) Yj = mm -: gj,l > 0, I E B n N =--
j g~j giv),1 
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and assume that 
"-for allj E R. 
The latter condition is equivalent to the requirement that xO be non-
degenerate. Form for eachj E R the direction 9 = (Y~), where 
{
gkJ for k E B, y£ = 1 fork=j, 
o otherwise. 
Assume furthermore that for eachj E R we have 
(5) [(9:0 + ylyi) ~ [(~o). 
There we use the obvious definition 
[(x) = [(x), 
where 
x = (:s) 
S3 
as used earlier. Let [b denote the best value of [(x) achieved during the 
previous course of the algorithm. 
Find for each j E R the possibly extended real number 
ZI = sup{xl : [(xo + xlyl) ~ [b}, 
Obviously, 
... jER. 
Denote 
A 
{
-I 
P = ZI 
I 0 
ifzj<oo,jEli, 
if Zj = 00, j E R, 
and form the inequality 
(6) ~ PjXj ;" 1. 
JER 
We shall call (6) the concave cut. 
jEk 
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The quasiconcavity of I(x) insures that for any point in the region 
P II Q II { ~ PjXj < I}, 
jER 
we have 
therefore the domain cut off by (6) does not contain any points that are 
better than the best one found previously. 
5.6. Concave cut procedure 2 
As an alternative we can relax the requirement in (5) by the less de-
manding stipulation 
(7) jER, 
If we decide on this alternative, resulting in a larger number of concave 
cuts and in probably a smaller number of facet cuts, we can also modify 
the procedure of checking (7) as follows: 
For eachj E R, find 
- IJ • I > O. A h'(jrl { h. } Yj = -- = mm -: gi j , I E 15 , 
gU,J),j gt,j' 
and check for the validity of (7) only if Uj) E N. The rationale for this 
change is the observation that whenever i(j) E S, we have to go "behind" 
a cut previously made to find the neighboring vertex of P and there 
I(x) is obviously not smaller than lb. 
6. Degeneracy 
There are four different cases of degeneracy we have to consider. 
Case I. Degeneracy we can be confronted with in the simplex method 
or the dual simplex method used to solve any of the several subtasks of 
the algorithm. This case is the common degeneracy problem of linear 
programming and therefore it can be resolved by lexicographic ordering. 
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Case 2. Degeneracy at a vertex xO' where R ~ N. Thus the point repre-
sents an extreme point of P as all the nonbasic variables are distinguished 
variables. We want to determine if this point can be used to construct a 
, concave cut. We shall examine two cases. 
Consider first the subc·ase when all the basic variables at zero level are 
nondistinguished variables, i.e., 
"-{iEB:hj=O}~S. 
Now by increasing any of the non basic variables to any positive level the 
only constraints that might be immediately violated are the cut con-
straints expressed by the nonnegativity requirement on the nondisting-
uished variables. We know, however, that in terms of our immediate goal, 
which is to find another original extreme point that is better than any of 
those found previously, it does not payoff to search behind a cut. As a 
rule, whenever increasing a nonbasic variable immediately violates a cut 
constraint, we shall not increase it. In other words, we will only compare 
the given vertex to neighboring original vertices that are easy to find by 
a positive increase in a nonbasic variable xi' j E R, without violating any 
of the constraints. The result is either a better vertex, in which case we 
move on to that vertex, or the given vertex turns out to be better than 
any of its original neighbors. 
In the other case when we have distinguished basic variables at zero 
level, i.e .. 
A {iE B: h. = O} n N=I= (/J, 
I 
we will again search only those neighbors of the given point that can be 
obtained by a positive increase of a nonbasic variable without violating 
any of the constraints and that are also original extreme points. If any 
one turns out to be better, we move on to that point using a pivot ope-
ration. 
If we cannot move on to another vertex in either of the two subcases, 
we will cut off the given vertex using a concave or a facet cut according 
to the rules given in the next paragraph. 
Case 3. Degeneracy of a vertex we want to cut off using the concave 
cut. Assume that we are at a vertex xO of P, ~ ~ N, and that this vertex 
is better than any of its immediately obtainable neighbors in the sense 
explained in the last paragraph. Assume furthermore that the vertex is 
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degenerate. We shall have to distinguish two sub cases again. 
Let us suppose first that there is a positive segment on each of the 
rays having the current basic feasible solution;O as their common end 
point and defined by the nonnegative values of one of the nonbasic 
A ' 
variables Xj ~ 0, j E R. Notwithstanding the nonnegativity stipulations 
on the other variables, the objective function does not assume a lower 
value on any of the points of the segment than the lowest value that 
has been found before. Using the notation of the previous section, as"\ 
A 
sume that, although for some j E R we have Yj = 0, all the numbers Zj 
are positive, i.e., 
Zj> 0, 
As the rays 
A jER. 
;0 +xjP!, Xj~ 0, JER, 
span a convex polyhedral cone containing the feasible region, we can 
place a concave cut through the points 
;0 + z.Pj, 
I 
. '" J ER. 
After the concave cut has been placed, we are forced to leave;o thus 
the degeneracy is resolved. 
The other sub case we have to consider is the one in which there is no 
positive length segment on at least one of the rays having the required 
attribute, i.e., for at least one j E R we have z, = 0. 
It is obvious from our previous discussion that such a ray is an in-
feasible ray, except its end point of course, otherwise we would have 
moved on it to another point. We could now try to transform the ta-
bleau by a pivot operation into another one which might be better. For 
example, it could give a better neighbor or the new rays might allow for· 
a concave cut. We know, however, that the difficulties associated with 
degenerate pivot operations are very serious even in the far simpler case 
when we have a linear objective function, and when we do not have to 
distinguish original and induced vertices and edges. For this reason we 
decide not to follow this approach at all and not place a concave cut. In-
stead we will regard the given vertex;o as just another extreme facet to 
be eliminated by separating it from the rest of the vertices in Y using a 
facet cut. This decision resolves the difficulties connected with this case 
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of degeneracy and it leads us to the next, and last, case to be considered .. 
Case 4. Degeneracy of a vertex we want to cut off using the facet cut. 
If the extreme facet of P relative to Q is in fact an extreme point xO of 
P, R C;N, and some of the basic distinguished variables are zero, 
{i E B n N: hi= O} "* f/J, then the constraint that the nonbasic (disting-
Uished) variables be zero obviously implies that the basic distinguished 
variables are zero. Therefore the facet cut can be defined in the terms 
described above. 
Finally, if the vertex xO we are at is a degenerate extreme point of 
P n Q, i.e. some of the nonbasic variables are nondistinguished, 
R n S "* f/J, we know that the given point is the result of the extreme 
facet finding procedure. Therefore the basic variables that are zero are 
either non distinguished variables, i E B n S, or they cannot be exchanged 
for nonbasic nondistinguished variables, Le.,gi,j = O,i ERn S. This means, 
however, that these zero level distinguished variables do not depend on the 
nonbasic nondistinguished variables in R n S. Now we realize that there are 
provisions built into any of our facet cut procedures that can handle 
this problem without any additional difficulty. 
We can see that the facet cut is not affected by degeneracy. This ob-
servation is the motivation for our using the facet cut instead of the 
Concave cut in the case of degeneracy. 
7. The global minimum finding algorithm 
We are now prepared to give a general description of an algorithm 
that finds the global minimum of a quasi-concave objective function 
subject to linear constraints. For the sake of brevity we shall use the 
notation introduced earlier. We shall give only short references to the 
routines described in detail in the earlier sections. 
Based on our earlier discussion, we can assume that f(x) is defined on 
Rn and it is quasi-concave there. When we start the algorithm, f(x) and 
P are given. 
Step O. Initialization. Find a basic feasible solution xO to P. Set K = 0, 
X =xO,fb = f(xo), QK = Rn, A =A, X =x, b = b, "N-=N. S=f/J, b =B, R. = R. The canonical form corresponding to the basic feasible solution 
is (3). Go to Step 1. 
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Step I. Neighborhood search. For eachj E R, compute Yj and iq). 
(For definitions of the symbols used see Section 5.) For eachj E R for 
which Uj) EN and Yi > 0, construct the direction vector pi and evaluate fj = f(xo + Yl j ). For eachj where any of the assumptions are not met, 
setfj = f(xo). Find. minjER~ = f. Letfj* = f. Iff < f(xo) pivot on gj(j*),j.' 
set xO -. xO + Yj.P'· and return to Step I. Otherwise if f < fb,' set 
/~ = f. Set X = xO and go to Step 2. 
Step 2. Concave cut. Applying the rules and assumptions in the sections 
on the concave cut and on degeneracy place a concave cut if proper and 
go to Step 4, otherwise go to Step 3. 
Step 3. Facet cut. Applying any of the facet cut routines given in the 
section on the facet cut, including the remarks made in the section on 
degeneracy, place a facet cut and go to Step 4. 
Step 4. Reinitialization. The new constraint makes the point we are at 
infeasible. We update: S -. S U {n+K+I}, B = B U {n+K+I}, x = (x xK 1)1 n+ + 
K -. K + I. Now using either the dual simplex method or parametric pro-
gramming find a basic feasible solution to the new set of constraints (3). 
If there is no feasible solution, go to Step 6, otherwise go to Step 5. 
Step 5. Find an extreme facet of P relative to QK applying the proce-
dure described in detail in the appropriate section. If there is none, go 
to Step 6. Otherwise, if R ~ N, go to Step I. Otherwise go to Step 3. 
Step 6. The solution 
x=X, f(x) = f 
is the global optimum. Stop. 
The algorithm excludes at least one facet of P whenever it .runs through 
Step 2 or Step 3. As the number of facets is finite so is the algorithm. 
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